In My Garden

FO O D H E R O

A bee is travelling in your
garden. Draw a bee line
from each question to
which plants in the
garden that the bee
should go to.
Draw a green line to each fruit or
vegetable that is orange on the inside.

Beets

Cantaloupe

Cilantro

Draw a blue line to a fruit that is
covered with seeds on the outside.

Lettuce

Draw an orange line to each fruit and
vegetable that has seeds on the inside.
Draw a brown line to a vegetable that is
really a fruit.

Red Kale

Cucumber

Draw a red line to any plants that are
herbs.
Draw a black line to any vegetable that
is a root.

Radishes

Strawberries

Tomatoes

Draw a yellow line to some good
ingredients for making spaghetti sauce.
Draw a purple line to some plants with
leaves that are good to eat.
Draw a beige line to a vegetable that
pickles are made from.

Spinach

Basil
Watermelon

Draw a maroon line to a vegetable that
we eat that is a stem.
Draw a grey line to some good
ingredients for making salsa.
Draw a pink line to the vegetables that
grow on a vine.

Bell Peppers

Asparagus
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